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Much has been made about the increasing cooperation between political advocates of environmentalism and domestic trade unionism. In the not so distant past, these two entities would be adversaries—the former asserting the inhumanity of the latter, the latter the lack of realism of the former. Have both sides finally come to a meeting of the minds about a global trade that fosters economic growth and benign social consequences for the wretched of the earth?

Probably not. The environmentalists largely seem to be continuing to seek goals that are the products of mirror imaging their own conceptions of human, labor, and environmental rights. The relationship of convenience with the unionists seems largely to increase the numbers that can be apocryphally stated to support the fruits of mirror imaging and a narcissistic, even solipsistic, view of the world that is distorted by a context of "We Are the World." On the other hand, the unionists seem to be appealing for the fruits of mirror imaging because such fruits are most unlikely to be reaped—and hopefully in an internal interregnum, even the most minute reduction in the jobs of domestic union members is impeded.